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Mission Statement
The IDB fosters shoulder-to-shoulder partnerships
among the Department of Defense, other
government agencies, and the private sector to
achieve excellence and innovation through
research and education.
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Statement of the Chairman and President
The year 2007 will be remembered

(CSER) at the IDB. As the year drew to a close, we obtained a commitment from retiring

by all those associated with the

Ambassador David C. Litt to join the IDB in February 2008 as Executive Director of CSER, and

Institute for Defense and Business

we very much look forward to adding his unique experience and capabilities to the IDB team.

(IDB) as a year of profound loss,
perseverance in the face of that

In this Annual Report, we detail our groundbreaking work with the DoD’s Business

adversity, and ultimately continued

Transformation Agency, its Task Force to Support Business and Stability Operations in Iraq,

progress and growth. The IDB

and its Warfighter Support Office. There are significant broad-based opportunities for future

suffered the tragic and untimely

growth in this area as the U.S. Government seeks to reorganize itself, allocate resources,

loss of our organization’s founder

and provide training for stabilization and economic revitalization actions.

and President, William T. Powell,
Jr., and a memorial to him appears

The IDB also continued the successful delivery of our LOGTECH Executive Education

on the following page of this Annual

Programs, graduating 954 logistics leaders from the Department of Defense, the military

Report.

very

services, and the private sector since the program began in 2001. The year saw a major

difficult time, the IDB staff dealt

expansion of LOGTECH and Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program (DAELP)

with their grief while continuing

when Congressman David Price secured funding from Congress to include the United

to meet the critical educational

States Coast Guard in those programs beginning in 2008. DAELP Cohort V incorporated

needs of the nation’s warfighters

senior representatives of all the military services and the Defense Logistics Agency, as well

Throughout

that

whom we serve. By the end of the year, the IDB had delivered more programs than at any

as two sergeants major, achieving greater joint efforts.

other time in our history.
These, and many other highlights of the IDB’s performance during 2007, will be set out
This would not have been possible without the outstanding support for the IDB provided by

in this Annual Report. These accomplishments are a direct result of the outstanding

the members of our Board of Directors, the U.S. Army Materiel Command, the LOGTECH

team of professionals at the IDB who weathered difficult times but remained dedicated to

Subject Matter Expert (SME) Board, the IDB Executive Fellows, the leadership of our

accomplishing their important mission. They are to be congratulated on what they achieved

corporate partners, our alumni and friends, and the University of North Carolina at Chapel

in this turbulent year, and for laying the groundwork for a very positive future for the IDB.

Hill community. For that we are all profoundly grateful. In Bill’s memory, we will ensure that
the organization he founded continues to provide a unique and valuable service to the

Sincerely,

military, other agencies of the U.S. Government, and our private sector partners, as well as
our nation as a whole.
During the year, the IDB greatly expanded its support of the U.S. Government’s efforts to
stabilize and revitalize the economy of Iraq. In order to organize and focus a range of related

Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Mark C. Cramer

initiatives in this area, we formed the Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction

Chairman

President		
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In Memory:

William Thomas Powell, Jr.

and a devoted father to his sons, Will and Barnes. He also was a

Logistics. The scholarship provides full tuition to a graduate

leader at his church, a volunteer for many causes, a Mason, and

of the LOGTECH MBA Program to obtain a Master of Science

both a Tar Heel fan and proud graduate of the Virginia Military

in Global Supply Chain Management through the Kelley

Institute.

School of Business at Indiana University, also a contributor to
the scholarship. The second annual scholarship recognizes

Bill displayed an uncanny ability to create something of lasting

Bill’s deep-seated affection for the nation of Thailand and

value from only a concept. He displayed this talent a number

her people. It will fund full travel and tuition costs for a senior

of times throughout his career, including the years in the 1990s

member of the Thai military to attend a LOGTECH Executive

when he served as the Executive Director of the North Carolina

Education program each year.

Global TransPark Authority. He successfully shepherded that
William Thomas Powell, Jr.

important North Carolina initiative from idea to construction,

Bill Powell lived a life of service—service to his family, his church,

IDB Founder and President

navigating a maze of complex issues at the local, regional,

his community, his state, and his nation. In his memory and

state, and federal levels. While there, he honed the many skills

inspired by his example, we are all dedicated to carrying on the

and built the network that would be so important in establishing

important work of the Institute for Defense and Business.

Bill Powell served as President and a member of the Board of
Directors of the Institute for Defense and Business from the
creation of the organization in 1997 to his tragic and untimely
death in May 2007. He oversaw and nurtured the growth of
the IDB from a mere idea—with a single small office in the
Kenan Center at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill—to the thriving and vital organization that it is today.
Bill’s vision, dedication, standard of excellence, and focus
on our ultimate customers, the men and women serving our
nation, have been and will continue to be the hallmarks of the
Institute for Defense and Business.

short 45 years he accomplished

was incredibly focused, dynamic, and a master strategist who
thrived in complex and challenging situations. As an innovator,
Bill recognized unmet needs and identified unique ways to
address them that others just did not see. As a motivator,
Bill connected people and brought them together to achieve
more collectively than they ever could individually. Bill was

the IDB Board of Directors authorized the establishment of

than most do in a full lifetime. In

two annual scholarships in his name. One scholarship will

addition to his extraordinary

loving husband to his wife Mitzi,

a great sense of humor, and a caring heart. As a leader, Bill

To commemorate Bill’s invaluable service to the organization,

more and touched more people

a dedicated son to his parents, a

Bill had an incisive and innovative mind, a prodigious memory,

many others he touched, literally around the world.

and special individual. In his

contributions to the IDB, he was

(Left to Right) Bill with LTG Dan
Christman, USA (Ret.), Senior V.P.,
International Affairs, U.S. Chamber
of Commerce and North Carolina
Senator Richard Burr at the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce
for the annual IDB Executive
Fellows Dinner.

and will remain an inspiration to all of us at the IDB and to the

Bill Powell was truly a unique
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and building the Institute for Defense and Business.

be awarded each year to a graduate of the LOGTECH MBA
Bill led businessmen to
Iraq to help revitalize Iraqi
industries.

in recognition of the selected student’s outstanding potential
for further contributions to the improvement of Defense

Bill and the rest of the MBA Cohort II delegation
in Bangkok, Thailand with the President of the
Thai Senate Suchon Chaleekrua.

Bill confers with
GEN Benjamin Griffin,
Commanding General, U.S. AMC.
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Board of Directors
(Left to Right) Mr. Thomas Donohue, Sr., President and CEO of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce; Mr. Thomas Donohue, Jr., President of Adelphi Capital, LLC; and Mr. Thomas
Bradshaw, Jr., Treasurer and a Director, IDB Board at the IDB Executive Fellows dinner.

The IDB Board of Directors sets the overall philosophy and direction of the organization and provides oversight and guidance.
Reflecting the Institute’s global reach and perspective, these distinguished leaders in government, business, and academia bring
broad vision and experience to the organization and its mission.
Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Frank B. Holding, Jr.

Mr. Thomas W. Bradshaw, Jr.

Chairman and Director

Vice Chairman and Director

Treasurer and Director

Corporate Vice President,

President and CEO, First Citizens

Managing Director and Co-Head

Carolinas HealthCare System, Charlotte,

Bank and First Citizens BancShares, Inc.,

Transportation Group, Citigroup

North Carolina, and Former Governor,

Raleigh, North Carolina

Global Markets Inc., New York,
New York, and Raleigh,

State of North Carolina

North Carolina

Mrs. Molly Corbett Broad

Mr. C. C. Cameron

Mr. Mark C. Cramer

Director

Director

Director

Professor, School of Government,

Chairman, University Research Park, Inc.,

President, Institute for Defense and Business,

The University of North Carolina at

Charlotte, North Carolina, and Chairman

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Chapel Hill, and President Emerita,

Emeritus and Ex Officio Board Member,

The University of North Carolina

Board of Governors, The University of
North Carolina

Mr. Seddon Goode, Jr.

Mr. James E. S. Hynes

Dr. John D. Kasarda

Director

Director

Director

President, University Research Park, Inc.,

Chairman, Carolinas

Director, The Frank Hawkins Kenan

Charlotte, North Carolina

HealthCare System,

Institute of Private Enterprise, and Kenan

Charlotte, North Carolina

Distinguished Professor, Kenan-Flagler
Business School at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Partners
Mr. Jim Brunke, Vice President, Global Maintenance Repair and Overhaul Services, The Boeing
Company, at a LOGTECH Program for Executives in Logistics and Technology.

Private sector participation across all IDB programs continues to grow significantly to great mutual benefit. The military
welcomes the perspective that private industry brings to the academic exchange, while the private sector values the
opportunity to engage with established and future leaders across the military services. The result of this collaborative
exchange is a sense of shared appreciation for the challenges and opportunities presented by global defense logistics.
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IDB Executive Fellows
(Left to Right) Congressman Robin Hayes and Governor James Martin join
Congressman Howard Coble for remarks at the IDB Executive Fellows Dinner.

2007–2008 IDB Executive Fellows

Gen William L. “Spider” Nyland,
USMC (Ret.)
Former Assistant Commandant of the
United States Marine Corps

LTG Carl A. Strock, USA (Ret.)
Project Director, Sabine Pass LNG Project
Bechtel and former Commanding General of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers

VADM Justin “Dan” McCarthy, USN (Ret.)
President and CEO, Silver Eagle Consulting, Inc., and
former Director Material Readiness and Logistics (N4),
United States Navy

Mr. Ronald L. Orr, SES, USAF (Ret.)
CEO, RLO Associates and former Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Installations,
Environment and Logistics

The IDB Executive Fellows are retired senior leaders of the

Special guest speakers for the evening event included:

Salomon, USA, (Ret.); Maj Gen Mary L. Saunders, USAF

DoD and the military services who are selected based on

• Congressman Howard Coble, U.S. House of

(Ret.); LtGen Richard L. Kelly, USMC (Ret.); and Mr. William

their expertise, experience, and outstanding records of
accomplishment. Each of the four Fellows chosen this year
is involved in different areas of academic interest. Examples
of their contributions to the IDB are lecturing at IDB programs,
providing guidance on curriculum development, writing

Representatives (NC-6)
• LTG Ann E. Dunwoody, Deputy Chief of Staff, G-4,
U.S. Army
• Mr. Michael A. Aimone, SES, Assistant Deputy Chief

R. Lucas, Jr., SES (Ret.).
In addition to providing valuable advice and counsel,
the Fellows participated in a wide range of IDB events in
2007. They addressed six LOGTECH Executive Education

articles, representing the IDB at conferences, and serving

of Staff for Logistics, Installations and Mission 		

Programs and two LOGTECH MBA residencies, including

as advisors on a spectrum of issues.

Support, Headquarters U.S. Air Force

the European Study Tour; participated in a predeployment

• LtGen Gary S. McKissock, USMC (Ret.), Senior
The IDB Board of Directors; Mr. Thomas J. Donohue,
President and CEO of the U.S. Chamber; and Senator
Elizabeth Dole of North Carolina hosted a dinner to install
the 2007–2008 class of IDB Executive Fellows. A number of
senior military officials, members of Congress, congressional
staff, industry leaders, and academic partners of the IDB
attended the dinner at the Reserve Officers Association
Building in Washington, DC, in October 2007.

Mentor MSTP
• VADM Gordon S. Holder, USN (Ret.), Principal,
Booz Allen Hamilton
• Ms. Patricia Finn, Vice President for Global Public
Policy, SAS
At the dinner, the IDB also honored the contributions of
the outgoing class of IDB Executive Fellows: GEN Leon E.

economic reconstruction conference; and advised the
participants during the Depot and Arsenal Executive
Leadership Program corporate out-briefs. A Fellow also
arranged a meeting to brief General David Petraeus on IDB
initiatives soon after he was named Commander of MultiNational Forces-Iraq.
SAS Institute Inc. generously provides financial support to
sponsor the IDB Executive Fellows Program.
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IDB Organization and Reach

In the year 2000, Congress recognized the need for
substantial improvements in the Department of Defense
logistics system and accordingly provided the funding to
initiate what became LOGTECH—The Center of Excellence
in Logistics and Technology. The program quickly established
its reputation throughout the logistics community, and since 2004, funding for
LOGTECH has been included in the Army budget. In continuing recognition
of the important role LOGTECH research and education programs play in
facilitating the advancement of logistics in the military, the U.S. Congress
elected to fund an important expansion of LOGTECH.
Understanding the value of LOGTECH’s ability to bring the military services,
DoD agencies, and private sector together, Congressman David Price secured
funding from the U.S. Congress in Fiscal Year 2008 for the U.S. Coast Guard
to participate in the LOGTECH educational and research programs. The U.S.

Board of Directors

Coast Guard was the only military service not yet involved in LOGTECH.
The U.S. Coast Guard plans to take full advantage of this opportunity to
transform and revitalize its logistics operations. Led by Rear Admiral Dale G.
Gabel, the Assistant Commandant for Engineering and Logistics, the Coast
Guard is now fully on board. Beginning in January 2008, the Coast Guard is

Executive Fellows

planning to send their top logistics leaders from throughout their organization
to IDB programs in Chapel Hill, NC.
The U.S. Coast Guard is a welcome addition to LOGTECH, and we look
forward to their continued involvement and support in the years to come.
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2007 Highlights
LTG Ann E. Dunwoody, Deputy Chief of Staff, G-4,
U.S. Army introducing LTG Carl A. Strock, USA (Ret.)
at the IDB Executive Fellows Dinner.

IDB EXECUTIVE FELLOWS

LOGTECH MBA

• Four outstanding new IDB Executive Fellows joined the IDB in 2007.

• Cohort II graduated in Washington, DC.

• U.S. Chamber of Commerce CEO Thomas J. Donohue and Senator Elizabeth Dole 		

• Cohort III traveled to Europe for a ten-day study tour that included site visits

of North Carolina hosted the Fellows Induction Dinner at the Reserve Officers 		

to Lockheed Martin in Warsaw, Poland; BMW and Siemens in Regensburg,

Association in Washington, DC.

Germany; and the European Container Terminal Tour in Rotterdam,
Netherlands, just to name a few.

DAELP

• Cohort IV with students representing the Army, Marines, Navy, Air Force,
DoD, and the private sector began their studies and completed their first residency.

• The U.S. Army Materiel Command incorporated senior enlisted leaders into the Depot
and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program.
• DAELP included the first U.S. Air Force participant and welcomed its second Defense
Logistics Agency participant.

CSER
• IDB assisted the DoD’s Task Force to Support Business and Stability 			
Operations-Iraq through marketing, recruiting, and providing in-country support to 		
delegations of U.S. business leaders traveling to Iraq to assess the industrial base 		

PRIVATE SECTOR
• Four corporate partners initiated annual subscriptions for participation across 		
LOGTECH programs.
• First private sector participant joined DAELP in Cohort V.
• Nine new private sector companies joined those already involved in IDB’s 		
LOGTECH and DAELP programs.

for investment and sourcing opportunities.
• Through a contract with the DoD Business Transformation Agency’s Warfighter 		
Support Office, IDB developed and managed a reachback Web portal for deployed 		
military personnel engaged in stabilization and reconstruction activities.
• With BTA sponsorship, IDB delivered three predeployment economic and 			
governance roundtables to military units in the latter half of 2007.

LOGTECH
• The LOGTECH Advanced Program participants greatly increased their focus
on developing solutions to problem statements from their duty stations,
expanding the end-of-the-week out-briefs, and generating actionable
take-aways for their organizations.
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daelp

Depot & Arsenal Executive Leadership Program

DAELP Cohort V studied multi-service and private sector better
business practices and continuous process improvement
initiatives at the Anniston Army Depot.

In late 2007, the DAELP V class conducted a benchmarking tour, which included Anniston
Army Depot; the UPS - Georgia Distribution Center; Lockheed Martin - F/A-22 Assembly
Plant; Marine Corps - Maintenance Center Albany; Navy - Fleet Readiness Center Southeast;
and the Air Force - Warner Robins Air Logistics Center. During their third residency, DAELP
participants conducted on-site benchmarking visits to AW Transmissions and Caterpillar –
Clayton Assembly Plants.
Most of the companies that host residencies for the DAELP do so annually. Between
February and April 2007, DAELP Cohort IV conducted their corporate residencies. As
2007 came to a close, we had already confirmed the corporate residency hosts for DAELP
Cohort V, which will begin their residencies in February 2008. Below is a list of the companies
that have been hosting annual residencies as well as six new sponsors for the residencies
that will begin in 2008.
• Abbott Laboratories

• General Dynamics

• Pratt & Whitney

• Agility*

• Home Depot

• Raytheon

• BAE Systems

• Honeywell*

• Robbins-Gioia

for the commanders and senior civilian leaders of the U.S. Army’s depots and arsenals,

• Bell Helicopter*

• IBM

• Schneider National*

comparable industrial complexes of the other military services, joint DoD agencies, and

• Boeing

• Lockheed Martin

• Sikorsky

select private sector executives. Working in conjunction with the University of North Carolina

• Caterpillar

• Mack Trucks

• Sonoco Products*

at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, the IDB developed DAELP in 2003 at the

• DuPont

• Northrop Grumman*

request of the Commanding General of the U.S. Army Materiel Command. The program

• FedEx

• Oshkosh Truck

The Depot & Arsenal Executive Leadership Program (DAELP) provides executive education

provides a strategic overview of the key functional, analytical, and managerial elements
required for the effective leadership of large, complex organizations. Faculty members are
selected from the Kenan-Flagler Business School, other leading universities, private sector
organizations, and the military services.
The seven-month program includes five weeks of academic residency in Chapel Hill, a oneweek benchmarking tour of Department of Defense industrial complexes and world-class
private sector manufacturing, assembly centers, and distribution facilities. The capstone event
8

of the program is an innovative four-week residency in leading private sector corporations for
the DoD and military participants, and in DoD Depots for private sector executives.

*First-time participants in 2008
DAELP Cohort IV graduated at the
Kenan Center, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, May 2007.
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The DAELP Cohort V toured the U.S. Marine Corps Maintenance
Center Albany and U.S. Navy Fleet Readiness Center-Southeast.

The DAELP graduates achieved an impressive record of success in the Shingo Prize
Public Sector competition. This is indicative of the positive effect DAELP has on innovation
and production in our nation’s depots and arsenals as they provided unprecedented
support to the warfighter. Evolving from the established award program for the private sector,
this prize for excellence in manufacturing in the public sector started in 2006. In 2007,
Army Materiel Command installations won 12 out of the 17 public sector Shingo awards.
Six of the seven Commanders whose installations won public sector Shingo awards were
graduates of the DAELP.
DAELP Cohort V visited the M1-A2
Abrams renovation and repair facility at
Anniston Army Depot.

Working with a faculty advisor, each participant conducted a process improvement project
at his or her home duty station and received a Lean Six Sigma Green Belt certification from
East Carolina University.
During the May 2007 residency in Chapel Hill, General Benjamin S. Griffin, U.S. AMC
Commanding General, received briefings on the participants’ corporate residencies and
engaged them in discussions on lessons learned from their experiences in the corporate
world. General Griffin also co-hosted the graduation reception and dinner. His presence,
along with other flag officers and leaders from the private sector, academia, and the State of
North Carolina demonstrated the value of the military/private sector/academic nexus fostered
by the Institute of Defense and Business and reinforced throughout this course.
The 2007–2008 Depot & Arsenal Executive Leadership Program continued to expand
with participants from the U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, Defense Logistics Agency, U.S. Navy,
and U.S. Marine Corps, as well as the first private sector participant from The Raytheon
Corporation. Although the DAELP was originally designed specifically for the U.S. Army,
other military services, government agencies, and private sector companies are impressed
with the program and continue to participate in growing numbers. Driven by program growth
in 2007–2008, a second program offering is under active consideration for the academic
year 2008–2009.

General Benjamin S. Griffin, Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command,
addressed the DAELP participants and LOGTECH MBA students in November 2007.
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logtech

Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology

LTG William E. Mortensen, USA, Deputy Commanding General, U.S.
Army Materiel Command, member of the LOGTECH SME Board,
delivered opening remarks at the January 2007 SME Board meeting.

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN LOGISTICS and TECHNOLOGY
The Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology (LOGTECH) serves as a catalyst for

• Over the past year, participants produced impressive results in work groups. They were

ongoing dialogue and information exchange between the defense community and the private

challenged to address real world problem statements that they submitted with their

sector. From its inception, LOGTECH has provided a unique opportunity for the Department of

applications. Joint military and private sector teams worked over the course of each

Defense and the military services to interact with industry in an academic setting. In this focused

program week to develop actionable plans and ideas to take back to their organizations.

yet informal environment marked by a policy of non-attribution, there are many opportunities for
open and collaborative dialogue and debate.

Program for Executives in Logistics and Technology Highlights
•

LOGTECH Private Sector Growth
40

Benjamin Griffin, Commanding General of the U.S. Army Materiel Command as the

from

evening speaker. During that same week, Mr. Keith Collins, Senior Vice President and Chief

thought-provoking

presentations

PARTICIPANTS

by leading members of the academic
30

MBA
Executive

20

Advanced

10
0

2006

2007

For the February 2007 graduation ceremony, LOGTECH was pleased to welcome GEN

LOGTECH participants glean rich insights

logistics

community

and

Technology Officer of SAS Institute, presented an afternoon session on data analytics.

recognized

RESEARCH

industry leaders. As LOGTECH alumni,
they join a growing network of forwardthinking logistics professionals that they

Defense Distribution Center - Kuwait/

can leverage to address challenges and

Southwest Asia (DDKS) Case Study

develop future solutions.

Customer Challenge

LOGTECH EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

• Provide forward stock positioning support

LOGTECH offers two residential executive education programs for military, civilian, and

• Improve distribution services to the armed forces in the region

corporate leaders at major inflection points during their careers. The programs focus on how
to transform defense logistics across the enterprise by leveraging technology, best practices,
and innovation from academia and the private sector.

• Reduce customer wait time
Highlights
• Is the first contractor-owned and operated depot to use a

LOGTECH Executive Education private sector participation grew by 82 percent over the last
year, enhancing the overall participant experience. This increased diversity added value to the
discussion of business concepts and emerging trends in the classroom.
Advanced Program in Logistics and Technology Highlights
• With greater demand for the Advanced Program in Logistics and Technology in 2007, the
10

LOGTECH SME Board requested that U.S. AMC increase the number of offerings from
three to four classes per year.

commercial warehouse inventory management system
• Continually exceeds contractual performance measures
• Stocks over 40,000 line items valued at $339M
• Reduced operating costs by theater-wide adoption of
outbound consolidation and pallet-building process
The DDKS Case Study represents IDB’s first sponsored case study. While funding was secured in
2007, the work will be carried out in 2008 for use in LOGTECH courses beginning in the fall of 2008.
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RADM Alan Thompson, USN, former LOGTECH
SME board member, thanks Mr. Vondell Carter
with a framed award of coins from the Service
Logistics Chiefs for his support and dedication to the
LOGTECH program since the program’s inception.

•

•

In April, MG Carlos Pair, Deputy Director of the Business Transformation Agency, was

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

in attendance for the week along with two first-time private sector participants: Keane

As part of its education and research mission, the IDB prepares case studies annually. In

Federal Systems and Calibre Systems.

2007 the IDB piloted the concept of a live case study (see sidebar on page 13) and continued

The September program brought in both LTG C. V. Christianson, USA, Director for
Logistics, The Joint Staff, and LTG William Mortensen, USA, Deputy CG, U.S. Army
Materiel Command, to speak to the class, which included MajGen Robert C. Dickerson,
CG Marine Corps Facilities East and RADM Michael Lyden, USN, Director, Supply,
Ordnance & Logistics Operations N41. Mr. Paul Cusack, Manager, Caterpillar Logistics
Aerospace and Defense, spent an afternoon with the September program discussing

a tradition of case-based research. In the last months of 2007, we confirmed funding for our
first sponsored case study, with shared funding from Agility Logistics and the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Center for International Business Education and Research
(CIBER). The objective of this study is twofold: 1) to explore the impact of geography and
proximity in global supply chains and 2) to identify the unique practices of the first contractorowned and operated depot using a commercial warehouse inventory management system.

CAT processes and performance based logistics.

Subject Matter Expert BOARD
Leading experts from the military, the private sector, and academia serve on the LOGTECH Subject Matter Expert Board
and provide guidance on program elements and objectives as well as challenges, opportunities, and developments in
logistics and technology. The board met twice in 2007, on January 29th and on November 5th.
LTG William E. Mortensen
Deputy Commanding General, U.S. AMC
LTG Claude Christianson
J4, Director for Logistics, The Joint Staff
Ms. Maureen Viall
Deputy Chief of Staff, G1, U.S. AMC
MajGen Edward G. Usher
Deputy Commandant for Installations
and Logistics, USMC
LTG Robert T. Dail
Director, Defense Logistics Agency

Mr. Alan Estevez
Principal Assistant Deputy Under Secretary of
Defense (Logistics and Materiel Readiness)

Mr. Donnie Blanks
Executive V.P., Perot Systems
Government Services, Inc.

Mr. Robert E. Luby, Jr.
Vice President, IBM Business Consulting
Services (BCS), IBM

LTG Ann Dunwoody
Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics, G4, U.S. Army

Mr. James Brunke
Vice President, Global Maintenance Repair
and Overhaul Services, The Boeing Company

MG Dan Mongeon, USA (Ret.)
President, Defense & Government
Services – US, Agility

Mr. Mark Cramer
President, IDB

Mr. Tom Schmitt
Chief Executive Officer and President of
Global Supply Chain Services and Senior Vice
President of FedEx Solutions, FedEx

Maj Gen Arthur Morrill, III
Vice Director, Defense Logistics Agency
RADM Mike Lyden
Director, Supply, Ordnance and
Logistics Operations, N41

Dr. Faye Davis
Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
National Defense University

GEN Bill Tuttle, USA (Ret.)
President’s Prof. of Logistics, Univ. of Alaska,
2005 IDB Executive Fellow
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logtech

Center for Excellence in Logistics and Technology

(Right to Left) Mr. Mark Cramer and Dr. Rich
Magjuka award CAPT Kevin Redman the
William T. Powell, Jr. Scholarship along with
VADM Dan McCarthy, USN (Ret.).

LOGTECH MBA

Highlights

Two students received recognition during the graduation

In 2007, the LOGTECH Master’s in Business Administration

In September 2007, the LOGTECH MBA Cohort III met in

ceremony. These two awards were the first two of what will be

(MBA) hit full stride with three overlapping cohorts under way

Europe for their overseas study tour. The class traveled to

annual acknowledgments of excellence in the student body:

simultaneously. Cohort II graduated as Cohort III completed

Poland, Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Examples

• CAPT Kevin Redman, USN, Director of Logistics,

its first year. While those two classes were in their time of

of the types of meetings and tours in which the students

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development

transition, Cohort IV came to Chapel Hill to begin their

participated:

and Acquisition), received the first William T. Powell, Jr.

program.

• The U.S. Ambassador to Poland, Victor Ashe, met with

Scholarship awarded in recognition of his outstanding

the students to discuss the dynamics of American

potential for further contribution to the improvement of

companies working in a post-communist country.

Defense Logistics. The scholarship provides full tuition

The LOGTECH MBA Program is an accredited joint program
between the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s
Kenan-Flagler Business School and Indiana University’s Kelley
School of Business, two nationally ranked top-twenty business
schools. This program is targeted for aspiring, disciplined,
highly motivated leaders from DoD, DoD agencies, joint
commands, all branches of military service, and private sector
organizations. The program format involves a top rated Webbased curriculum punctuated by three campus residencies in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and a ten-day overseas study tour.

CPT Tracy Michael, USA
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The LOGTECH MBA model proved its
flexibility and mission responsiveness.
One student in particular from Cohort I,
CPT Tracy Michael, was deployed
three times in a supporting role in the
Global War on Terror. CPT Michael
was grateful for the continued support
and follow-up in the program as he was repeatedly
reenrolled after each deployment. The Cohort II
graduating class all came to know him in the classroom
and in person at two residencies over the second year
of their program. He and another student from Cohort I
graduated in 2007 with Cohort II.

• The students toured the Siemens manufacturing and
testing plant.
In October 2007, Cohort IV, a cohort with solid representation
from all services and the private sector, started their two
year degree program. During the first residency, students
established solid working relationships and were on the road
to success individually and as a group.

to a graduate of the LOGTECH MBA Program to obtain a
Master of Science in Global Supply Chain Management
through the Kelley School of Business at Indiana
University. The award is made on the basis of character,
scholarship, and promise based on the scholar’s
academic record and application.
• Mr. Timothy Florian, Deputy Assistant Program
Manager, Life Cycle Support for Future Aircraft Carriers,
NAVSEA, received the first E. B. Leedy Award. Major

In November 2007, the LOGTECH MBA Cohort II, including

General E. B. Leedy was a key member of the team

two students from Cohort I, graduated at the Army Navy

that founded the LOGTECH program, and he invested

Club in Washington, DC. The LOGTECH MBA II students

a great deal of time in designing and initiating the

contributed a great deal toward the improvement of the

LOGTECH MBA. He believed that an MBA provided

program for subsequent cohorts.

the greatest potential value in advanced education for
military logisticians and sought to design an offering that

Commencement speakers for the Cohort II graduation included:
• RADM

Michael Lyden, USN, Director, Supply,
Ordnance and Logistics Operations Division, OPNAV N41
• Mr.
 Robert Turzak, Director, Resource Integration
Headquarters Department of the Army Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff, G-4
• BrigGen David Reist, USMC, Assistant Deputy
Commandant, Installations and Logistics (Plans, Policies
and Strategic Mobility Division)

best achieved that goal.
(Right to Left) Mrs. E.B. Leedy and
Mr. Van Noah present Mr. Timothy
Florian with the E.B. Leedy Award.
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Professors and LOGTECH MBA classmates nominated

logistics community by effectively applying his or her new

Mr. Tim Florian as the graduate who best demonstrated

knowledge and skills to improve processes, increase

principles that were important to Major General Leedy.

efficiencies, and save resources. Mr. Tim Florian also

Among the attributes considered, the recipient must

provided leadership and selfless support resulting in a

have demonstrated a desire to further the military

more positive educational experience for the entire class.

RESEARCH
Anniston Live Case Study
The MBA Cohort II students asked for a real world challenge
for their last residency. COL Alexander Raulerson, USA,
Commander of the Anniston Army Depot, had challenges
he needed to address. As a graduate of the Depot and
Arsenal Executive Leadership Program, he understood that
the LOGTECH MBA Program core competencies would be
a good fit for addressing his needs.
Dr. D. Clay Whybark, Macon G. Patton Distinguished
Professor of Operations, Technology and Innovation
Management at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, developed and
facilitated a multi-day live case study to assist the Anniston

MBA Cohort III toured the Lufthansa
cargo center to learn how the
largest German airline stores,
secures, and distributes cargo in
Frankfurt, Germany.

Depot. COL Raulerson and several of his staff devoted
time and energy to developing the necessary background
information and traveled to Chapel Hill to actively participate
in the event.
The students tackled three depot challenges in the areas
MBA Cohort III visited the Warsaw
Stock Exchange to learn about the
evolution of the Polish economy and
the benefits of a new stock exchange
in a technologically advanced era.
At the BMW plant in Regensburg,
Germany, MBA Cohort III walked the
line to view the entire customized
manufacturing process.

of performance-based logistics, environmental issues, and
implementation of Lean Six Sigma processes. The live case
study proved to be a success as an academic challenge for
the students and to provide useful strategies for the depot
to implement.
The live case is an excellent model of how to actively engage
students in applying their knowledge to government and
defense related issues to achieve a quantifiable return on
investment for the U.S. Army Materiel Command.
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Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction

BG Mike Milano, Deputy Commander, 4th Infantry Division, and his staff at an economic roundtable.

Iraq
Conceptualized in the final weeks of 2006, IDB’s nascent Center for Stabilization and

Bricks roll off the line at a factory in
Dahuk during a Task Force visit in May.

Economic Reconstruction (CSER) lost little time in 2007 before springing into action. Early
in January 2007, IDB President Bill Powell and 12 business leaders from across American
industry traveled to Iraq in support of the DoD Business Transformation Agency’s Task Force

Dahuk

to Improve Business and Stability Operations-Iraq. These executives, many of whom were
recruited to participate through CSER, represented the front line of DoD’s transformational
initiative to jump-start Iraq’s economy—bringing much-needed commerce and employment
by restarting Iraqi factories shuttered during the war.
CSER helped the Task Force reach out to the U.S. and international business communities
by conducting numerous events that placed Task Force Director Deputy Under Secretary of

Ba’iji

Defense Paul Brinkley before large groups of supportive business executives who pledged
DUSD Paul Brinkley
and executives at
a Baghdad press
conference in March.

Business executives
approach the Ba’iji
Fertilizer Factory in
January 2007.

their resources, time, and expertise to assist the Task Force. From January through June
2007, in partnership with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, CSER orchestrated awareness
and outreach events in Amman, Jordan; Washington, DC; and New York, NY. These events
generated interest, support, and participation by a number of companies in three missions

Baghdad

to Iraq in the first half of 2007, as well as subsequent trips.

Iskandiriyah

With targeted recruiting and by providing in-country logistical and administrative assistance,
CSER supported three of the Task Force’s first missions, often to some of the most unstable
and dangerous areas in Iraq. The business executive missions to Iraq were designed
to expose the visiting executives to raw material, component, and product sourcing
GEN George Casey hosted the January
travelers for dinner in his quarters.

opportunities, as well as the significant investment prospects available in Iraq. In turn, the
executives provided valuable assessment expertise to the Task Force in helping identify
potential opportunities for Iraqi industry.
Each trip included meetings with top U.S. military leaders, non-DoD U.S. government
agencies, Iraqi government officials, and numerous cross-country factory visits. Security,
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The State Company for Mechanical Industries in
Iskandiriyah is one of 17 facilities the Task Force
helped to reopen during 2007.

lodging, and travel throughout Iraq were provided by the U.S. military with UH-60 helicopters
as the most common mode of transport.
Task Force business travelers covered a
wide cross-section of Iraq January–May.

Once aware of the opportunities in Iraq, executives became champions for the Task Force
mission upon their return to the United States. In fact, several executives returned repeatedly

2007 annual report

GEN George Casey shows Mr. Bill Powell around
his quarters at Camp Victory, Baghdad.

to assist with assessments and pursue investments. By the end of 2007, the Task Force had

ERER was followed less than one month later by a very different roundtable—this one in

helped 17 factories reopen, creating thousands of much-needed jobs. Thanks to a $50 million

Killeen, Texas, for the U.S. Army’s 4th Infantry Division (4ID). The 4th Infantry Division In-

supplemental appropriation by Congress, the Task Force has 30 additional factories slated to

Theater Business Transformation Roundtable was the converse of ERER: small, with a

reopen during the first quarter of 2008. The IDB and CSER are proud to have played a role during

boots-on-the-ground tactical focus limited solely to 4ID’s area of responsibility in Baghdad.

the formative period of the Task Force’s industrial revitalization effort.

Finally, in November, as I MEF (Forward)
was designated as the replacement unit

Reachback

for Multinational Force-West (MNF-W) in Al

The 2006 predeployment roundtables on governance and economics that led to the formation

Anbar Province, Iraq, BTA WSO and CSER

of CSER at IDB also produced a consistent request from the unit commanders: the capability to

held the two-day MNF-W (Designate)

“reach back” to access the subject matter expertise on governance and economic reconstruction

Governance and Economic Development

that had been assembled at their respective roundtables. In July 2007, CSER, through a contract

Roundtable in Coronado, California. This

with BTA’s Warfighter Support Office, launched the Iraq Stability Operations Resources Reachback

event was notable for the exceptional

Website. This online resource provides registered users the ability to access a collection of links,

attendance of 166 participants as well

documents, and contact information for stabilization and reconstruction subject matter experts.

as for the strong support from MNF-W in

Most important, the site also features an actively managed reachback portal through which

providing continuity so that the dramatic

deployed users are able to ask questions. These inquiries are forwarded to the appropriate subject

progress being made in Al Anbar could

matter expert for answers. The reachback Website is specifically designed for soldiers and marines

continue.

Commandant of the Marine Corps General James
Conway speaks at ERER.

of the units that have participated in predeployment roundtables.
LOOKING INTO 2008
Roundtables

To complement the tactically focused and Iraq-specific predeployment roundtables, CSER

National attention and mounting pressure during 2007 on

is completing final preparations for delivering the pilot course in a first-of-its-kind executive

the imperative need for a non-kinetic solution in Iraq resulted

education program in stabilization and economic reconstruction. The inaugural one-week

in increased awareness of and emphasis on governance

course is scheduled for the final week of January 2008. Interest in the course is high. CSER

and economic lines of operation. The U.S. Marine Corps

has been able to attract an extraordinary lineup of presenters and equally impressive initial

requested that BTA conduct a high-level governance and

cadre of participants—indicating that there is a strong need for this type of program and a

economic roundtable to augment its Emerald Express

bright future for CSER.

series of conferences regularly conducted by the USMC

DUSD Paul Brinkley speaks at the ERER
dinner in the National Museum of the
Marine Corps.

Warfighting Lab. This event, which CSER delivered in

Of all the accomplishments CSER tallied during the year, none was more notable than securing

September 2007 at Marine Corps Base Quantico, VA,

Ambassador David C. Litt’s commitment to join IDB as CSER Executive Director upon his

was dubbed the Executive Roundtable for Economic

retirement from the diplomatic corps in early 2008. Engaging Ambassador Litt culminated

Reconstruction (ERER) and featured a high level interservice

a year-long search for an individual with the right combination of interests, experience, and

and interagency exchange of ideas, lessons learned, and

personal qualities to lead CSER to reach its potential. CSER looks forward to welcoming

challenges in the stabilization and reconstruction arena.

Ambassador Litt to the IDB family and to his leadership in this important area.
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LOG21

Logistics for the 21st Century

Logistics for the 21st Century

facilitate knowledge transfer within and among participating organizations, and place young

Logistics for the 21st Century (LOG21) is similar in focus to the successful Institute for Defense

leaders on fast-track career paths.

& Business LOGTECH Executive Education programs developed and delivered primarily for
the Department of Defense since 2001. LOG21 is designed to provide young, high-potential

Learning Objectives:

corporate logisticians with a comprehensive and tailored educational experience to further

• Gain insight into cutting-edge enabling technologies and business practices

their professional development and to propel their careers. The proposed program follows
a tested educational approach that will include world-class academic instruction, peer
interaction, and in-depth exchange with counterparts in the Department of Defense.
Global logistics is the next competitive frontier for companies that have already trimmed waste
and streamlined processes. With pending demographic shifts and many senior executives
retiring, companies are eager to identify the next generation of leaders now to facilitate the
effective transfer of critical institutional knowledge. The program will increase the knowledge,
skills, and abilities of the participants while linking them to a broader network of industry
peers. It will also reinforce the logistics strategies of participating companies, expand and

• Learn how business solutions have been employed across the public and private
sectors to support logistics and sustainment strategies
• Provide a well-timed forum and integrated educational experience that builds upon and
complements career-long development
• Develop skills, knowledge, and attributes leading to more effective employee
performance
• Provide participants with practical experience they can apply immediately in their work
environment
• Expose corporate logisticians to the often complex world of DoD budgeting and
contracting practices
• Present educational and networking opportunities for individuals from the private sector,
DoD, and the military services who are responsible for the implementation of future
logistics initiatives
The inaugural offering of LOG21 is scheduled for June 2008. The Lockheed Martin
Corporation, The Boeing Company, Agility Logistics, and Goodrich are among the
organizations that have expressed interest in participating.
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Classes will take place in the Kenan Center adjacent to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business School.
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Furthering the Mission
The IDB continued to grow and diversify its programmatic offerings and sources of revenue in 2007. Revenues from
activities now under the Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction grew from 12% in 2006 to 37% in 2007.
Private sector participation also continued to grow and bring tremendous value to all IDB programs.

IDB PROGRAMMATIC REVENUE SOURCES

2007

2006

DAELP
13%

Research
1%

DAELP
19%
Economic
Roundtables
(CSER)
12%

LOGTECH Exec Ed
14%

Research
13%

Fellows
Program Support
6%

CSER
37%

Private Sector
Participation
6%

LOGTECH
Exec Ed
18%

LOGTECH MBA
22%

LOGTECH MBA
21%

LOGTECH Forum
4%
Fellows Program Support
5%

Army Research Office
1%
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Private Sector Participation
8%
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